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Vitamins.
Last year the Post-Graduate Medical Journal published a series of articles on War

Wounds and Injuries and these were subsequently republished in book form, which,
we are glad to say, has been found to fill a need, and so has been successful.

This year we are publishing a series of articles on the Vitamins. These have all
been written by men who have made a speciality of the subject in various nutritional
laboratories or who have exceptional experience of vitamin deficiency in hospital work.

Normally such a specialised series of articles would be prefaced by an introduction,
but on this occasion, except for such an introduction as this leading article affords, it
is proposed to round off the series with a summary, which, however, will also serve to
give authoritative direction and spatial location to the various parts of the series.

Now vitamins have been defined as substances which give life to an adequate diet,
and this is a good definition, for a man may live on a diet which is apparently adequate,
and yet may die, or pass into a parlous state because of vitamin inadequacy.

There are to-day four clear-cut syndromes of vitamin deficiency-beri-beri (B1),
scurvy (C), rickets (D), and xerophthalmia (A).

All of these vitamins have been thoroughly investigated and are now capable of
synthesis (HARRIS). This has considerably simplified the problems arising from their
deficiency, and much painstaking work has been thereby nullified.

Perhaps some of the most interesting phases of vitamin research have been those
dealing with the role of vitamins in metabolism, and certainly the fact that vitamin B1
is intimately concerned in the metabolism of carbohydrates and may take on a function
usually attributed to enzymes, may assume an importance not at present realised,
for it is now on the point of certainty that B1 deals with the metabolism of pyruvic
acid.

The mutual interdependence of bacterial activity and vitamin potency may open
up an era in medicine which will have limitless repercussions.

Nevertheless, the clinical application, as always, lags behind. For a lack of B1
leads to bradycardia in rats and pigeons and to a tachycardia in man. And the feeding
of B1 to man has so far never led to a slowing of simple tachycardias.

On the other hand, feeding the vitamin to man has become a clinical procedure
in many cases, without scientific foundation and so far as reliable testimony goes without
any except psychological improvement.

At the same time with more experience and more knowledge, better criteria and
better results will ensue. And it is absolutely essential that doctors of medicine should
keep abreast of the conclusions reached by their brethren in bio-chemistry, and with
this end in view this series of articles will be republished in booklet form with one or
two additional chapters bearing on the purely clinical aspect of the vitamins and
their deficiency.
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January Issue.
It is regretted that the January issue of the Journal could not be published as the

issue was destroyed by enemy action after it had been prepared for dispatch.
Both the January and February numbers are therefore included in this issue.

Post-Graduate News.

AN/ESTHETICS. Department of Anwesthetics, Radcliffe Infirmary, Oxford.
Tuition is available for any period from one week upwards. No special lectures or

demonstrations will be arranged, but as much teaching will be given as the ordinary
hospital routine will permit. Only a limited number of post-graduates may attend at
any one time.

Fee, to Members of the Fellowship of Medicine, £3 3s. for one week, and £2 2S.
for each consecutive week after the first; to non-Members, £3 I3s. 6d. for one week,
and £2 2S. for each consecutive week after the first.

Occasional Intensive Courses each of two weeks durat:on will be given during the
year, specially suitable for D.A. candidates, and while these Courses are in progress the
above-mentioned tuition will be suspended.

Applications must be made to the Fellowship of Medicine not to the Radcliffe
Infirmary, Oxford. No application sent direct to Oxford Will be dealt with there, but
will be forwarded to the Fellowship of Medicine.

Copies of the Index for 1940 issues can now be obtained on-application to
the Fellowship of Medicine.


